Interlimb reflexes and synaptic plasticity become evident months after human spinal cord injury.
Persons with long-standing injury to the cervical spinal cord resulting in complete or partial paralysis typically develop a wide spectrum of involuntary movements in muscles receiving innervation caudal to the level of injury. We have previously shown that these movements include brief and discrete contraction of muscles in the hand and forearm in response to innocuous sensory stimulation to the feet and legs, but we have been unable to replicate these interlimb reflexes in able- bodied subjects. Properties of these muscle responses indicate that the synaptic contacts between ascending sensory fibres and motor neurones of the cervical enlargement are more efficacious than normal. If these connections are present at all times, and require the more rostrally-placed spinal cord injury to allow their emergence, one might expect their appearance relatively soon following injury, as has been shown for studies of 'latent' synapses. Conversely, delayed appearance of these interlimb reflexes would suggest either the development of new synaptic connections or a profound strengthening of existing circuits in the cervical spinal cord due to a combination of afferent target loss and motor neurone denervation from motor tracts originating rostral to the injury site. In this study, we used repeated examinations of persons with acute injury to the cervical spinal cord to examine the time post-injury at which interlimb reflexes are first seen. Using tibial nerve stimulation at the knee as a screening test, a total of 24 subjects were found to develop interlimb reflexes following spinal cord injury. Latencies between stimulation and EMG were as brief as 32 ms for muscles of the forearm and 44 ms for muscles in the hand. These minimal delays all but rule out a supraspinal route for these interlimb reflexes. Interlimb reflexes first became evident no sooner than approximately 6 months following injury, and in some individuals were not seen until well over 1 year post-injury. Enhanced lower limb segmental excitability had emerged in nearly all of these subjects weeks or months prior to the first appearance of interlimb reflexes, arguing against a manifestation of traditional post-traumatic spasticity as a basis for this activity. This prolonged delay between time of injury and emergence of interlimb reflex activity lends support to the hypothesis that this activity represents an example of plasticity-and perhaps 'regenerative sprouting'-in the human spinal cord following traumatic injury.